Dean & Deluca Invitational Champ Trusts Project X For Another Victory

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (May 31, 2016) — The Dean & Deluca Invitational champion captured a home-state victory and his 8th PGA TOUR career victory with Project X in his irons this past weekend.

Key Shaft Stats for the Tournament:

- The Dean & Deluca Invitational Winner’s Bag: Project X 6.0 (4-9; Pw, Aw, Sw, Lw)
- 76 Sets Of Shafts By True Temper In Play At The Dean & Deluca Invitational
- 297 Wedge Shafts By True Temper In Play At The Dean & Deluca Invitational
- Project X Wood Shafts Ranked #4 In The Woods Shafts Played At The Dean & Deluca Invitational
- 21 Of The 28 2015-2016 PGA Tour Events Won With True Temper Shafts, Including The Masters Tournament

About Project X Shafts:
Project X shafts deliver penetrating trajectory and ball flight and strike the perfect balance of unrivaled distance, stability and control for golf’s most serious players.

Follow Project X:
“PROJECTXGOLF” ON ON FACEBOOK, TWITTER AND INSTAGRAM.